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RealWorld Tactical Opens for Business in Miami

One of the nation’s newest and hottest firearm training companies is all set to teach everyone
in Miami, urban focused reality based firearms training.

Miami, FL (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- There’s an adage that says “guns don’t kill people, but it’s the stupid
people with guns who kill people,” but thanks to a newly opened firearms training company, people in the
Miami, FL area now have the opportunity to get the training they need from instructors with years of teaching
and real world experience fighting crime in the same streets we all grew up in.

“We’re providing urban focused real-life based firearms training for the armed, responsible citizen, security
professional, and law enforcement or military personnel,” said Tony Sentmanat, director of operations for
RealWorld Tactical, a veteran operated business based out of South Florida.

Sentmanat explained that the company also specializes in consulting and product development for the law
enforcement industry.

"We don't aim to make great shooters, we strive to train the best-armed problem solvers," Sentmanat stressed,
before adding, “Our product development division inspires to create the next revolutionary product for law
enforcement in the tactical product industry.”

As to what makes RealWorld Tactical different from everything else on the market, Sentmanat pointed to its
real world experience and knowledge in the urban environment and how it relates to firearms training, taught by
the instructing staff.

“We believe in the constant need to innovate with concepts designed using real world experience, so that we
can create better options, equipment and training for the patrol officer on the streets, the tactical officer in
specialty units and the officers in SWAT operations,” Sentmanat said. “We will continue on this path, to better
the lives of those protecting our families and neighborhoods.”

As to how customers rate the company, one customer identified as Jerry Novo from Miami gave it two thumbs
up.

“Very professional instructor and a ton of real world experience but still down to earth,” Novo recalled.

Mary “Mergy” Sentmanat described the company as, “One impressive professional group that’s on point with
their knowledge and ability to teach.”

For more information, please visit: http://realworld-tactical.com/about/ and http://realworld-
tactical.com/training/.

About Real World Tactical

Founded by Director of Operations Tony Sentmanat, a Marine Corps veteran and Law Enforcement SWAT
Operator, with over 16 years of Real World experience.
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He brings you the concept of "Survival of Urban Chaos through Armed Tactical Solutions", a philosophy and
teaching concept based on his urban operational experience.

We believe that anybody can teach you how to shoot a gun, were here to teach you how to become the fastest
thinker trained with a gun.

Source: Real World Tactical
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Contact Information
Tony Sentmanat
RealWorld Tactical
http://www.realworld-tactical.com/
+1 3059011353

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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